This paper shows that quantization induces a Lawvere-Tierney topology on (hence, a sheaf topos in) the quantum topos. We show that a quantization map from classical observables to self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space naturally induces geometric morphisms from presheaf topoi related to the classical system into a presheaf topos, called the quantum topos, on the context category consisting of commutative von Neumann algebras of bounded operators on the Hilbert space. By means of the geometric morphisms, we define LawvereTierney topologies on the quantum topos (and their equivalent Grothendieck topologies on the context category). We show that, among them, we can uniquely select the most informative one, which we call the quantization topology. We furthermore construct sheaves induced by the quantization topology. This can be done in an elementary and self-contained way, because the quantization topology has a quite simple expression.
This paper shows that quantization induces a Lawvere-Tierney topology on (hence, a sheaf topos in) the quantum topos. We show that a quantization map from classical observables to self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space naturally induces geometric morphisms from presheaf topoi related to the classical system into a presheaf topos, called the quantum topos, on the context category consisting of commutative von Neumann algebras of bounded operators on the Hilbert space. By means of the geometric morphisms, we define LawvereTierney topologies on the quantum topos (and their equivalent Grothendieck topologies on the context category). We show that, among them, we can uniquely select the most informative one, which we call the quantization topology. We furthermore construct sheaves induced by the quantization topology. This can be done in an elementary and self-contained way, because the quantization topology has a quite simple expression.
I. INTRODUCTION
For more than a decade, Isham and his collaborators has challenged to reformulate and develop quantum theory on the topos theoretic base [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In their approach, quantum theory is coded in the presheaf topos Set V(H) op , where V(H) is the category of commutative von Neumann algebra of bounded operators on a given Hilbert space H with set inclusions as morphisms. By means of the novel mathematical framework, they succeeded in liberating quantum theory from the instrumentalist interpretation; quantum theory can be reformulated in a way that is fundamentally realistic and objective independently of the notion of measurement. Topos quantum theory, therefore, promises to give a consistent framework for quantum gravity and quantum cosmology where the instrumentalist interpretation cannot be consistent.
The topos quantum theory is developed as a general theory of quantum systems from the beginning; it does not need classical systems corresponding to quantum systems, as is the case for, e.g., the axiomatic quantum theory based on the Hilbert space theory. When we have a classical system corresponding to a quantum system, however, we need quantization of the classical system in order to obtain its quantum theory on Set V(H) op , as is the case with the standard formulation of quantum physics. Via the quantization, some operators on the Hilbert space H are related to classical observables. And then, we can expect that the correspondence between classical observables and operators on H induces some substructure in the quantum topos.
If there exists a classical system corresponding to a quantum system, what structure does the quantization induce in the quantum topos? This is our primary question in the present paper. It includes also the following question; how is the structure of the classical system reflected on the quantum topos? Or, how is the former characterized in the latter?
Furthermore, the author thinks that it could be meaningful to ask the following simple question: What is 'quantization' for the topos quantum theory? Or, how should the notion of quantization be generalized to the topos theoretic language? The topos quantum theory might actually discard Hilbert spaces in development. If that is the case and if it is still meaningful to consider quantization of classical systems, the notion of quantization has to be described in terms of topos theoretic notions independent of those of Hilbert spaces. It is, therefore, desirable to obtain a guiding sample for the question. This is our underlying motivation in the present paper.
We formulate our question as follows; Suppose that we are given classical observables O to be quantized, a Hilbert space H, and a quantization map υ which assigns faithfully a self-adjoint operator on H to each classical observable. Then, what structures are induced to the quantum presheaf topos Set V(H) op ? This question could be answered variously. Our answer in this paper is, however, quite simple and clear: Quantization induces a LawvereTierney topology on Set V(H) op (hence, a Grothendieck topology on V(H), which we call the quantization topology later; We can, therefore, define a topos, the quantization topos which consists of sheaves induced by the quantization topology.
This paper is organized as follows. In §II, we define the notion of prequantization categories C related to the set O of observables of classical theory. We show that a given quantization map naturally induce a functor, which we call the quantization functor, from C to V(H). Also, the key prequantization category, which we call the proper prequantization category, is derived. In §III, we define prequantization topoi at the beginning. We construct geometric morphisms from them to the quantum topos. The morphisms are induced by the quantization functors. In §IV, we construct Lawvere-Tierney topologies and Grothendieck topologies which the geometric morphisms induce on the quantum topos. Among them, we, further, select a particular topology which we call the quantization topology. It is induced by any prequantization category which includes the proper prequantization category as a subcategory. In §V, we give a condition by which a presheaf in the quantum topos is a sheaf for the quantization topology. Also, the associated sheaf functor is derived. Furthermore, we show that the category of the quantization sheaves are indeed a topos. In §VI, we show interrelationships among the prequantization topoi and the quantization sheaf topos. In §VII, we make some remarks.
II. PREQUANTIZATION CATEGORIES A. Galois connection induced by quantization map
A set of classical observables O to be quantized is a Lie algebra with respect to appropriately defined commutator, such as a Poisson algebra of a set of functions on phase space.
Quantization of O is given by an irreducible map
υ : a →â,
which assigns a self-adjoint operatorâ on a Hilbert space H to each element a ∈ O in such a way that the Lie-noncommutativity in O is reflected by the noncommutativity in the operator algebra on H. We assume that O, υ, and H are given from the beginning.
(Therefore, we abbreviate V(H) to V hereafter.) Also, we suppose that the quantization map υ is faithful; that is, for all a, b ∈ O,
In general,â is not always a bounded operator. In order to relate each classical observable to a bounded operator on H, we define a mapυ, also which we call the quantization map,
Let C O be a collection of all subsets C of O such that, for any a, b ∈ C, [a, b] = 0. It is obvious that C O is a category whose morphisms are set inclusions. We give the following definition:
Definition 1 We call full subcategories of C O prequantization categories.
If any object of a prequantization category C ′ is also that of another one C, there exists an inclusion functor C ′ ֒→ C. Therefore, the collection of all prequantization categories is itself a category whose morphisms are inclusion functors. We write C for it.
We can construct a functor φ : C O → V from the quantization mapυ as follows: Since C ∈ C O is a set of Lie-commutative classical observables, Υ(C) :=υ(C) ∪υ(C) * is a set of commutative unitary operators. We define φ(C) as the smallest commutative von Neumann algebra which includes Υ(C); namely,
where ′ is the commutant operator. Since φ(C ′ ) ⊆ φ(C) whenever C ′ ⊆ C, φ is a functor from C O to V. Also, for each C ∈ C, we can define a functor φ| C : C → V as the restriction of φ on C.
We call the functor φ : C O → V and its restrictions φ| C on subcategories C quantization functors induced by the quantization mapυ. (We abbreviate the symbol φ| C as φ hereafter.)
commute.
Next, we define a functor ψ :
for every V ∈ V. Sinceυ is assumed to be faithful, ψ(V ) consists of Lie-commutative sets of classical observables, that is, ψ(V ) ∈ C O . Also, it is obvious that ψ preserves inclusions.
Therefore, we can regard ψ as a functor from V into C O . We such a functor ψ :
We have the following proposition on φ and ψ.
Proposition 2
The pair (φ, ψ) of the quantization functor and the classicization functor is a Galois connection. That is, for every C ∈ C O and V ∈ V, the equivalence relation
holds. Or equivalently, it follows that
and
where the endofunctors ♯ :
Proof. Inclusion relations (8) and (9) are obvious. In fact, since φ(C) is a commutative von Neumann algebra which includesυ(C), its inverse contains ψ(φ(C)) includes C. Also, since V is a commutative von Neumann algebra includingυ(υ
In order to verify equivalence relation (7) , assume that φ(C) ⊆ V . Then, it follows that
Therefore, C ⊆ ψ(V ) follows from (8) . Conversely, if C ⊆ ψ(V ) holds, then we have
hence, φ(C) ⊆ V follows from (9) .
Note that we derived the Galois connection relation (7) from relations (8) and (9) . We should note, however, that if (7) holds, (8) and (9) follow from it. That is, they are equivalent. In fact, since φ(C) ⊆ φ(C), we have (8) by (7) . Also, ψ(V ) ⊆ ψ(V ) gives (9) .
For later convenience, we should mention a few equalities which are satisfied by any Galois connection pair (φ, ψ) [9] : The functors φ : C O → V and ψ : V → C O satisfy equalities φψφ = φ and ψφψ = ψ.
In fact, for every C ∈ C O , we have C ⊆ ♯(C), hence φ(C) ⊆ φψφ(C), whereas φψφ(C) =
Equations (13) imply that the endofunctors ♯ and ♭ are idempotents:
So far, the objects of C have not been assumed to have algebraic structures. Some prequantization categories, however, have objects equipped with some algebraic structures.
Among them, there exists a distinct one, the proper prequantization category A, which plays a key role in the following. It is defined as the collection of all fixpoints of ♯ ≡ ψ • φ; namely,
It is easy to see that the right hand side of condition (15) is equivalent to the condition that
In fact, if C = ♯(C) holds for C ∈ C O , we can take V = φ(C) ∈ V. Conversely, if we have
Proposition 3 Each object A ∈ A is a Lie-commutative algebra.
Proof. Since O contains 0 as a Lie algebra and φ(A) contains a unit I =υ(0) as a von Neumann algebra, ψ(I) = 0 ∈ ψ(φ(A)). The commutative set A is, therefore, closed for the
where f (x) = x k defined on the spectral set of exp(a), φ(A) containsυ(ka) as a C * -algebra, hence, ka ∈ A. Thus, A ∈ A is a Lie-commutative algebra.
Note that each morphism of A is a set inclusion, hence a homomorphism of algebra.
Also, each A ∈ A can be regarded as a topological Lie-commutative algebra by transferring topologies on the von Neumann algebra φ(A) by the mapυ −1 . The present paper, however, deals with neither the algebraic properties nor the topological properties of objects of A.
Returning to the category theoretic properties on the proper prequantization category A, we consider the endofunctor ♯ :
definition of A, we can restrict the codomain of ♯ to any prequantization category which includes A as a subcategory. Also, of course, the domain can be restricted to arbitrary prequantization categories. We write ♯ for also the restricted functors of ♯.
We note that the diagram
commutes because of definition (15) of A. Here, C is an arbitrary prequantization category including A. Furthermore, note that the left-hand equality on (13) implies that, for any C ∈ C, its quantization functor φ : C → V can be factored through A. That is, the diagram
commutes. Summing up the commutative diagrams (18) and (19) with equality (13), we obtain the following proposition:
Proposition 4 For any prequantization category C ∈ C which includes A as a subcategory and for any C ′ ∈ C, the diagram
The proper prequantization category A is, therefore, the least one among the prequantization categories through which every quantization functor can be factored.
We should note that, corresponding to A, a subcategory V ♭ of V can be defined as a collection of fixpoints of ♭:
It is obvious that φ and ψ| V ♭ give order isomorphisms between A and V ♭ .
C. Invariance of Galois connection (φ, ψ) under parametrized quantization maps
Finally, we should note that we have freedom to define a quantization mapυ. That is, for a given (1), we could define a quantization map as
with k ∈ R \ {0}, instead of (3). Correspondingly, we could have a quantization functor φ k , the corresponding classicization functor ψ k , and the proper prequantization category A k .
The functors φ and ψ and the proper prequantization category A are, therefore, the special case where k = 1. We can show, however, the following fact:
Proposition 5 Quantization functors and classicization functors are invariant under the transformationυ →υ k ; namely,
hence, for the proper prequantization categories,
Proof. Let C be a prequantization category and a ∈ C. Then,υ(a) ∈ φ(C) andυ k (a) ∈ φ k (C). We have, however,υ
where f (resp. g) are functions defined on the spectrum ofυ(a) (resp.υ k (a)) defined by
since φ(C) and φ k (C) are C * -algebras as von Neumann algebras. It is obvious that equation
. Thus, we can conclude φ k (C) = φ(C) for every C ∈ C(O), which implies (24), and hence (25).
III. GEOMETRIC MORPHISMS
First, we give the following definition:
We call a topos Set C op of presheaves on a prequantization category C ∈ C a prequantization topos.
In the previous subsection, we constructed the functors from prequantization categories C of classical observables to the category V of commutative von Neumann algebras of bouded operators on a Hilbert space H. According to the general theory of topoi, any such functor naturally induces a geometric morphism from the corresponding prequantization topos to the quantum topos [10] . Here, a geometric morphism φ :
which satisfies the following conditions:
(G1) The functor φ * is left adjoint to φ * ; namely, for each P ∈ Set C op and Q ∈ Set V op , there exists a bijection
which is natural for P and Q.
(G2) The functor φ * is left exact; that is, it preserves any finite limit.
Here, φ * is called the direct image part of φ, and φ * the inverse image part. Also, C and V, which we often use hereafter, are abbreviations for Set C op and Set V op , respectively.
The purpose of this section is to give explicit expressions of φ * and φ * . They can be derived from the well-known generalized expressions [10] . In Appendix A, we prove that they indeed satisfy condition (G1). It is well-known that, in general, if a geometric morphism between presheaf topoi is induced by a functor between their base categories, (G2) is ensured automatically by the existence of a left-adjoint to the inverse image part. In Appendix B,
we construct a functor φ! which is left adjoint to φ * as a proof of (G2).
The inverse image φ * : Set V op → Set C op is defined as follows: For any object Q ∈ Set V op ,
More precisely, for each C ∈ C,
and, for each
For each morphism
for each C ∈ C and q φ ∈ φ * Q(C) = Q(φ(C)). It is easy to see that
a morphism in Set C op ; the naturality condition for φ * θ, that is, the commutativity of the
can be easily checked by diagram chasing. It is obvious that φ * preserves identities and products.
In order to give the definition of the direct image part φ * : Set C op → Set V op , we define a functor 1 ↓V ∈ Set V op , the subobject of the terminal object 1 of Set V op which is not empty only for V ′ ⊆ V :
where {pt} is the one point set. Note that, for each V ′ ֒→ V , we can define a morphism
−−−−−→ 1 ↓V by the natural inclusion:
Thus, we can regard (35) as a definition of the bifunctor 1 ↓ :
By means of the bifunctor 1 ↓ , we define φ * as follows: For each P ∈ Set C op and V ∈ V,
making the diagram
commute to every α ∈ φ * P (V ). Note that the naturality condition for φ * θ, namely, the commutativity of the diagram
is equivalent to that of the lower triangle on the following diagram:
Indeed, it commutes since the outer square and the upper triangle commute because of (37).
Thus, the functor φ * is well-defined.
IV. TOPOLOGIES ON QUANTUM TOPOS INDUCED BY QUANTIZATION FUNCTORS
It is well-known that every geometric morphism induces a Lawvere-Tierney topology on its target topos and that any Lawvere-Tierney topology on a presheaf topos is equivalent to a Grothendieck topology on the context category of the presheaf topos [10] . In the present section, we derive Lawvere-Tierney topologies on Set V op and corresponding Grothendieck topologies on V induced by the geometric morphisms φ given in the previous section. Definitions of the Lawvere-Tierney topology, the Grothendieck topology and the related closure operator are given in Appendix C.
A. Closure operator induced by geometric morphism
Following the method, we start by constructing a closure operator induced by φ. As is explained in Appendix C, a closure operator · is a map on Sub V (Q) (Q ∈ Set V op ) satisfying conditions (C5). A geometric morphism φ defines a closure operator as follows: For any
along the morphism η Q given by (A9).
Let us mention a few points. That the morphism φ * φ * ι is monic comes from the fact that φ * and φ * are left exact; such functors between topoi always preserve a monomorphism because the latter is an equalizer in a topos. In the current case, of course, we can check that by direct calculation from the definitions of φ * and φ * given in the previous section. Also, it
is not difficult to check that definition (41) indeed satisfies (C5). In our case, of course, it is easier to use the explicit expression of the closure which we give below. In order to calculate the closure in (41), it is enough to assume that the monomorphism
This is because, for any T ∈ Sub(Q), there exists an inclusion S ∈ Sub(Q) such that S ≃ T , and for them, φ * φ
We can obtain S by solving the pullback diagram for every V ∈ V. That is, for every V , the diagram
is a set theoretic pullback, and the collection of all solutions S(V ) gives S.
We can readily solve (42) as
This solution indeed gives a subobject of Q. Let q ∈ S(V ). Then, q| φ(C) ∈ S(φ(C)) whenever
The natural transformation ξ is defined by
for each V ∈ V, C ∈ C such that φ(C) ⊂ V , and q ∈ S(V ). It is easy to show that (44) indeed defines a morphism in Set V op ; that is, ξ satisfies the required naturality conditions corresponding to (A4) and (A6) given in appendix A.
Under the above-mentioned definitions of S and ξ, we can show that the diagram (41) is a pullback. First, note that the commutativity of (41) is equivalent to that of the diagram
This diagram in fact commutes because, whenever φ(C) ⊆ V ,
commute; that is, suppose that, for any x ∈ T (V ), the diagram
commutes. This implies that, for any
and hence, α V (x) ∈ S(V ) from definition (43) of S.
Then, it is clear that
Furthermore, we have
hence,
Morphisms γ satisfying (51) and (53) are unique because ι is monic. It is thus shown that (43) is indeed the solution of pullback diagram (41).
B. Grothendieck topology and Lawvere-Tierney topology
As is explained in Appendix C, the Grothendieck topology J is defined by the closure of terminal object 1 as a subobject of the subobject classifier Ω:
More precisely, it is a solution of pullback diagram (41) for
garding the terminal object 1 as
we obtain an expression of J(V ) (V ∈ V) from equality (43):
Of course, as a subobject of Ω,
It is easy to check that (56) indeed satisfies the definition given in Appendix C.
The Lawvere-Tierney topology Ω j G G Ω is just the characteristic morphism of J; that is, j makes diagram (C8) a pullback. Thus, each component of j, Ω(V )
is given by
It is not difficult to check that j defined by (57) indeed satisfies the conditions of Lawvere
Tierney topology given by (C1)-(C3).
It is obvious, from (56), that larger prequantization topoi induce coarser Grothendieck topologies on Set V op : That is, for C 1 , C 2 ∈ C, and the corresponding topologies J 1 and J 2 , we have
where the right hand side means the presheaf inclusion. Or equivalently, in terms of LawvereTierney topologies j 1 and j 2 , we have
where
We should note that larger prequantization categories have more information about the classical system. We can say, therefore, that coarser topologies bring more information about it into the quantum topos Set V op . One might think that the largest one, C O , is the most informative, unique prequantization category which induce the coarsest topology. However, it is actually redundant; we can obtain the coarsest topology by means of smaller categories than C O . That is, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 7 Any prequantization category C ∈ C induces the same topology on the quantum topos Set V op , whenever C includes A as a subcategory. The induced closure operator, the Grothendieck topology, and the Lawvere-Tierney topology are given by
respectively.
Proof. If C includes A, we can delete the quantifiers ∀ from the expressions for S, J, and j given by (43), (56), and (57). For example, let us derive (60) from (43). Suppose
given by (43) then, especially for C = ψ(V ) ⊆ V , which is an object of C since A ⊆ C,
. Thus, it follows that (43) and (60) are the same when A ⊆ C. Also, (61) and (62) can be derived similarly.
Consequently, the most informative topology in the quantum topos Set V op induced by quantization is given by the quite simple expressions given by (60)- (62), and A is the least prequantization category which induces them. We give the following definition:
We call a topology on a quantum topos Set V op given by (60), (61), and (62) a quantization topology.
D. Generalized quantization topology
In the previous subsection, we defined the quantization topology. This notion, however, can be extended in such a way that does not need prequantization categories and topoi.
To do so, we note that we defined the quantization topology by means of only the endofunctor ♭ : V → V without referring to prequantization categories. This means that any quantization topology on Set V op can be constructed without data about prequantization categories.
As was defined by equation (10), the endofunctor ♭ is given by ♭ = φ • ψ, where the pair of the quantization functor φ and the classicization functor ψ is a Galois connection; that is, they are an adjunction φ ⊣ ψ. The endofunctor ♭, therefore, defines a comonad (♭, δ, ǫ) on
. That is, we can give the natural transformations δ and ǫ which make the definition diagrams
of a comonad commute. In the above diagrams, since ♭ 2 = ♭ and hence ♭ 3 = ♭, we can define δ is an identity, whereas ǫ is given by ♭ ≤ I.
Every quantization Grothendieck (hence, Lawvere-Tierney) topology is defined by a
We, therefore, give the following definition:
We call a comonad ♭ on V a generalized quantization topology on Set V op .
As previously explained, each quantization functor determines a generalized quantization topology ♭ uniquely. Conversely, each generalized quantization topology ♭ defines topologies on the quantum topos Set V op via definitions (60), (61), and (62), though it is not clear if there is a classical system and a quantization map which induce the topology given by arbitrary generalized quantization topos.
For arbitrary ♭, we can always construct two categories, i.e., co-Eilenberg-Moore category V ♭ and co-Kleisli category V ♭ . According to the prescription for its construction, the former is the subcategory V ♭ defined by (22). And the Lawvere-Tierney topology on Set V op is derived from the geometric morphism from Set
to Set V op induced by the inclusion functor V ♭ ֒→ V. As was noted in Section II B, if ♭ is given by a quantization, the coEilenberg-Moore category is isomorphic to the proper prequantization category A.
V. QUANTIZATION SHEAF TOPOS
In the last section, we showed that any prequantization category C including the proper prequantization category A induces the same topology, the quantization topology defined by (62) (or equivalently, (61) or (60)), on the quantum topos Set V op .
Throughout this section, we suppose that we are given a quantization topology defined by (62). Our purpose in this section is to explain how the quantization topology induces sheaves and a topos of sheaves in the quantum topos Set V op . It should be noted that there exists a well-established, sophisticated (and rather abstract) general theory to construct a sheaf topos from a given topology [10, 11] . In this section, however, we intend to give an elementary and self-contained construction by use of the simple expression of the quantization topology.
That would show clearly the structure of the sheaf topos, and would be useful for application.
A. Endofunctor ♭ *
The endofunctor ♭ : V → V induces the geometric morphism ♭ : Set V op → Set V op . In this section, the inverse image part ♭ * : Set V op → Set V op plays a crucial role. So, for convenience of reference, we give the definition in the following: For each presheaf Q ∈ Set V op , the presheaf ♭ * Q is defined by
namely, for each V ∈ V,
and, for each V ′ ֒→ V and q
Also, for every
It should be noted that ♭ * is left exact as the inverse image part of the geometric morphism ♭. This fact is used in §V C.
In this section, moreover, we need the natural transformation
It is easy to check that ζ Q is indeed a morphism in Set V op ; that is, it makes the diagram
commute. Also, ζ is indeed a natural transformation from the identity functor I to ♭ * ; that is, for every
commutes.
As a counterpart of the right hand equality on (14), we have the following equality:
Proposition 10 The endofunctor ♭ * is an idempotent:
More precisely, the diagram
commutes; ♭ * ζ is the identity natural transformation from the functor ♭ * to itself.
Furthermore, for each q
Thus, the proposition is proved.
B. Sheaf conditions
First we recall the definition of a sheaf [10] : 
commute; namely, there exists an isomorphism
Here, S ∈ Sub(Q) is called dense in Q when
Definition 12 We call a j-sheaf a quantization sheaf if the topology j is a quantization topology.
Our main purpose in this subsection is to prove the following statement:
Theorem 13 A presheaf R ∈ Set V op is a quantization sheaf if and only if the morphism
Definition (76) of a sheaf implies that, if R is a sheaf and a presheaf F is isomorphic to R, then as well F is a sheaf. Therefore, in order to prove the above theorem, it is enough to verify the following propositions:
Proposition 14 For every presheaf F , ♭ * F is a quantization sheaf.
Proposition 15 For every quantization sheaf
Proof of Proposition 14. Let Q be an arbitrary presheaf and S ֒→ Q be a dense subobject of Q, namely, S = Q. Because of definition (60) of S, S is dense in Q if and only if, for all
In particular, note that, if S is dense in Q, we have
Now, let us assume that we have a morphism S α G G ♭ * F . Then, we can construct a unique morphism Qα G G ♭ * F which makes the diagram
commute. This is defined byα
for each V ∈ V and q ∈ Q(V ). It is obvious thatα(V ) defines a natural transformationα.
To see the uniqueness ofα, suppose that there exists another morphismα ′ which makes the diagram (81) commute. Then, both ofα andα ′ have to make the diagram
S(V ) f f f f ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 
S(♭(V ))
r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r
commute, since it is their naturality conditions applied to ♭(V ) ֒→ V . Here, in diagram (83), (73) and (80) are reflected. Note that, from the bottom triangle, we havȇ
Therefore, the commutativity of the outer square ensures thatα V =α ′ V . Before proving Proposition 15, we need some preparations. For each ω ∈ J(V ), let us define a subobject 1 ω of 1 ↓V by
Note that each 1 ω is dense in 1 ↓V . In fact, for every V ′ ⊆ V , it follows that
whereas the last condition is always true if V ′ ⊆ V . This is because ω ∈ J(V ) if and only if
Now, if a presheaf R is also a quantization sheaf, then it needs to satisfy the following condition, the definition of a sheaf for the quantization Grothendieck topology J (or, Jsheaf).
Definition 16 A presheaf R is called a J-sheaf (or a sheaf for the Grothendieck topology J)
if it satisfies the following condition: For every V ∈ V, every ω ∈ J(V ), and every morphism
there exists a unique morphism 1 ↓Vα G G R which makes the diagram
commute; that is, there exists an isomorphism
(Note that this definition of a J-sheaf is a paraphrase of the definition given in terms of a matching family and an amalgamation [10] .)
Proof of Proposition 15. It is obvious that each 1 ↓Vα G G R is determined byα V (pt) := r for each r ∈ R(V ). Therefore we have,
On the other hand, the condition for J-sheaf need to be true especially for ω =↓ ♭(V ), and also in this case, since 1
Thus, it follows that
Here, the mapα → α, namely, r → r ♭ which gives isomorphism (92) is (ζ R ) V . This is verified from the naturality of diagram (88) with ω =↓ ♭(V ):
where the commutative square added at right hand side is the definition of ζ given by equation (69). Now, chasing this diagram , we have that
Thus, Proposition 15 was proved.
It should be noted that, as was shown previously, any j-sheaf R j has to satisfy the definition of a J-sheaf; namely, a j-sheaf is always a J-sheaf. Conversely, we proved that
Thus, we are lead to the following well-known fact, which is actually true for any LawvereTierney topology j and the corresponding Grothendieck topology J on a presheaf topos [10] :
Theorem 17 The category Sh j V is identical to the category Sh J V.
Here, Sh j V (resp. Sh J V) is a full subcategory of Set V op whose objects are all j-sheaves (resp. all J-sheaves).
As was shown above, the functor ♭ * : Set V op → Set V op maps every presheaf Q to a quantization sheaf ♭ * Q. It is, therefore, a functor from Set V op to the category Sh j V of sheaves. Furthermore, we can prove the following theorem:
an associated sheaf functor (a sheafification functor). Namely, it is left adjoint to the inclusion functor
Proof. The unit of the adjunction is the natural transformation ζ. Namely, we can show that for every morphism Q α G G R there exists a unique morphism Qα G G R making the
The existence directly comes from diagram (71), the naturality condition of ζ, with
Since R is a sheaf, and hence, ζ R is an isomorphism, we can obtainα as
In order to prove the uniqueness, let us assume that there exists another morphism 
commutes. To do so, below we draw the naturality conditions of α, ♭ * α, ζ Q , ζ R , andα ′ for
Note that, in the above diagram, all squares and triangles except for the triangles framed by ♭ * α, ζ R , andα ′ are commutative. Also, the fact that
, and (ζ R ) ♭(V ) are identity maps is reflected. Now, chasing (98) from q ♭ ∈ ♭ * Q(V ), we have the following equality:
which implies the commutativity of diagram (97).
In this subsection, we check that the category Sh j V is a topos. Recall that a topos is a category which has (T1) all finite limits, (T2) power objects, and (T3) a subobject classifier.
What we do in this section is, therefore, to show that Sh j V has all of (T1)-(T3). (That the collection of all j-sheaves is a topos is a well-known fact [10] . Any proposition in this subsection except for Proposition 21 is true in the generalized setting of topos theory.)
Proposition 19 Sh j V is finitely complete; that is, it has all finite limits.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact the left exactness of the associated sheaf functor ♭ * . That is, we can always calculate a finite limit in Sh j V as that in Set V op ; the latter equals the former because ♭ * preserves finite limits.
Also, a power object of sheaves can be calculated as that of presheaves. More precisely, the following proposition is well-known:
Proposition 20 In general, if Q is a presheaf and R is a sheaf, their power object R Q in
Set V op is a sheaf. If Q, also, is a sheaf, then R Q is a power object in Sh j V; that is, for every sheaf S,
In order to verify this proposition, recall that the power object R Q in Set V op is given by
where, Q ↓V is a subobject of Q defined by
We should note the following property:
Proof of Proposition 20. In order to prove the first half statement, we need to show
is an isomorphism. Note that we have
From the definition of
As previously shown, however, Q ↓♭(V ) is a dense subobject of Q ↓V and R is a sheaf. Therefore, it readily follows that (ζ R Q ) V : α → α| ♭(V ) is a bijection. Thus, the first half statement is verified. The last half statement, equation (100), is obvious since Sh j V is a full subcategory of Set V op .
The rest of this subsection is devoted to derive the subobject classifier Ω j of Sh j V. First, we note the following fact:
Proposition 22 Let R be a quantization sheaf. Then, every subobject S of R is a quantization sheaf if and only if S is closed in R (i.e., S ≃ S).
Proof. To show this, it is sufficient to consider the case where S ⊆ ♭ * R. Since, for each V ∈ V, we have
namely,
The statement of the above proposition immediately follows from this equality.
From diagram (C6), we have
where χ is the characteristic morphism corresponding to S ֒→ R.
From the above-mentioned properties, we can conclude that
where, Sub Sh j V (R) is a collection of subsheaves of R (that is, subobjects of R in Sh j V)
and ClSub V (R) is that of closed subobject of R in Set V op . At the same time, we have the following relationship:
Here, the object Ω j is an equalizer of Ω 
commute. Thus, it turns out that subsheaves of any sheaf is classified by Ω j in the presheaf topos Set V op . As will be shown below, however, Ω j is in fact a sheaf. Therefore, we have the following result:
Proposition 23 The subobject classifier Ω j of Sh j V is given by the equalizer of
In order to prove that, we need the explicit expression of Ω j as the equalizer in Set V op :
It is routine to show that the presheaf Ω j defined above is indeed an equalizer of j and 1 Ω .
Proof of Proposition 23. Note that ♭
* Ω j is a subobject of ♭ * Ω and is given by
In order to see that the morphism Ω j ζ Ω j G G ♭ * Ω j is an isomorphism, let us define a map
In fact, it is well-defined because for all
The maps (ζ Ω j ) V and ̺ V are mutually inverse. For each ω ∈ Ω j (V ), we have
Conversely, for ω ♭ ∈ ♭ * Ω j (V ), we have
As the inverse of (ζ Ω j ) V , ̺ V can be lifted up to a natural transformations ̺. We, thus, verified that ζ Ω j is an isomorphism.
Definition 24
We call the topos Sh j V the quantization sheaf topos induced by the quantization topology j.
VI. PREQUANTIZATION TOPOI AND QUANTUM SHEAF TOPOS
We return to the setting in §II- §IV again. That is, throughout this section, we suppose that we are given fixed prequantization categories C with a fixed proper prequantization category A which induces a quantization topology j via a quantization functor φ and a classicization functor ψ. Our purpose in this section is to overview the interrelationships among the prequantization topoi Set C op 's and Set A op and the quantization sheaf topos
We start with several preparatory propositions.
Proof. The morphism η φ * P can be calculated from definition (A9). The inverse η −1 φ * P is given by the following definition: For each V ∈ V, the V -component map (η
Here, note that, since α C is a map from (1 ↓V )(φ(C)) to (φ * P )(φ(C)), hence α C (pt) ∈
As was noted in §II B, if C ∈ C includes the proper quantization category A, we can define the classicization functor ψ : V → C from the inverse of the quantization mapυ.
This induces the geometric functor ψ = (ψ * , ψ * ) : 
Proof. To prove this, let us recall that φ * P (V ) is given by (37) for every V ∈ V. It follows
Also, note that ψ(V ) ∈ C since A ⊆ C. We therefore have a bijection (̟ P ) V :
for each natural transformation (1 ↓V ) φ α G G P ∈ φ * P (V ). Here, the inverse map (̟
for each C ⊆ ψ(V ). Furthermore, for each V ′ ֒→ V , it follows that
hence, the naturality diagram
of (̟ P ) V with respect to V commutes. Thus, we obtain the natural isomorphism φ * P
Next, we need to show that ̟ P is natural for P , namely, that the diagram
commutes for every morphism
. This is shown as follows:
From Proposition 26, we can readily verify the following proposition:
Proposition 27 Suppose the same condition as Proposition 26. Then, we have a natural
Proof. Note that, for every Q ∈ Set V op , it follows that
Therefore, from Proposition 26, we have a natural morphism φ * φ * Q
Proposition 28 Suppose the same condition as Proposition 26. Then, the diagram
Proof. Note that for each Q ∈ Set V op , V ∈ V, and q ∈ Q(V ),
Proposition 29 Suppose the same condition as Proposition 26. Then, for every quantization sheaf R, there exists a presheaf P ∈ C such that
Proof. Since R is a quantization sheaf, R ζ R G G ♭ * R is an isomorphism. Thus, from Proposition 28, R η R G G φ * φ * R is isomorphism. Therefore, we can choose P = φ * R.
Proposition 30 Suppose the same condition as Proposition 26. Then, for all P ∈ Set C op , we have
Proof. According to Proposition 25 and Proposition 28, φ * P ζ φ * P G G ♭ * φ * P is a natural isomorphism for all P ∈ Set C op .
From propositions 29 and 30, we have another form of the sheaf condition:
Theorem 31 Let C ∈ C and A ⊆ C. Then, it follows that, for every Q ∈ Set V op ,
In order to see Theorem 31 from a different viewpoint, we return to commutative diagram (19). Let C be an arbitrary prequantization category. (It does not need to include A.) Then, diagram (19) gives the commutative diagram of geometric morphisms,
Here, this diagram means that, for the inverse image parts,
for all Q ∈ Set V op , and for the direct image parts,
for all P ∈ Set P . Relation (134) comes from the fact that, for each V ∈ V,
According to Theorem 31, the collection φ * (Set A op ) of all of direct images φ * (P ′ ) (P ′ ∈
Set
A op ) and all of their isomorphic objects in Set V op equals the quantization sheaf topos Sh j V. On the other hand, from equality (134), we have φ * P ≃ φ * (♯ * P ) for all P ∈ Set C op .
Since ♯ * P ∈ Set A op , every direct image of P ∈ Set C op by φ * is a quantization sheaf. Thus, we can say that the collection φ * (Set C op ) is a part of the quantization sheaf topos Sh j V.
If, furthermore, C includes A as a subcategory, we have the commutative diagram,
from diagram (5). This diagram implies that, for all P ′ ∈ Set A op , there exists P ∈ Set
This is what Theorem 31 states.
Finally, we should note that the results in this section are a special case of the well-known factorization theorems for geometric morphisms [10] .
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the present paper, we clarified the structures which quantization induces in the quantum topos; they are the quantization topology and the quantization sheaf topos. We showed that any quantization map υ induces a quantization topology j (or its equivalent, a quantization Grothendieck topology J) on the quantum topos Set V op . It is given by means of the endofunctor ♭ := φψ : V → V, where φ and ψ are the quantization functor and the classicization functor, respectively, between V(H) and an arbitrary prequantization category C including the proper prequantization category A. We, further, clearly specified the condition for a presheaf in Set V op to be a quantization sheaf, in different two ways. A presheaf Q is a quantization sheaf if and only if the morphism Q
* is the associated sheaf functor to the quantization sheaf topos. Also, a presheaf is a quantization sheaf if and only if it is isomorphic to a direct image of an object of Set C op where C is a prequantization category including A. Since any prequantization category including
A induces the quantization topology, it induces the quantization sheaf topos.
However, there still remain issues we should address at the present elementary level. In this paper, we assumed that the quantization map υ is fixed. We can, however, adopt unitarily equivalent quantization map. Since unitarily equivalent quantization gives physically equivalent theory, the quantization topology and the sheaf topos have to be transformed in a 'covariant' way in order for them to be meaningful. It is easy to see that the proper quantization category A is invariant under unitary equivalence of quantization. We, however, have to establish the notion of covariance appropriately for topologies and sheaves. Also, it would be important to clarify how the irreducibility of quantization map works. In fact, in the present paper, the assumption of irreducibility for quantization does not work; our theory is applicable to both of reducible and irreducible representations of classical observables.
Irreducibility might put some restrictions on possible forms of quantum topologies.
We also neglected applications to theories for physics. We expect that we can develop quantum theory on the quantization topos Sh j V as Döring and Isham did [5] [6] [7] . In fact,
we can easily derive a lattice homomorphism from Ω to Ω j from the quantization topology j. Though it is not a Heyting algebra homomorphism because it does not preserve the pseudo-compliment, we expect that physically meaningful propositions independent of the pseudo-complimen can be coded on the quantization sheaf topos via the associated sheaf functor ♭ * . Also, we expect that sophisticated ingredients in topos quantum theory, such as the 'daseinization' operator and the quantity value object [6, 7] , can be defined on the quantization sheaf topos. Concerning classical physics, we have prequantization topoi where we can code classical physics, though the best topos for classical physics would be Set [5] .
We expect this can be translated to Sh j V by φ * . If that is the case, classical physics and quantum physics might be coded in the same logical space Ω j .
We hope to return to some of the above-mentioned issues in subsequent papers. In this appendix, we prove that the pair (φ * , φ * ) defined in §III is an adjunction, namely, φ * ⊣ φ * . In order to do so, it is sufficient to show that there exists a natural transformation 1 η G G φ * φ * , the unit of adjunction, such that, for any morphism
there exists a unique morphism φ * Q σ G G P in Set C op which makes the diagram
Before giving the definition of η and constructing σ, we need to mention a few points.
First, note that the naturality condition for τ , the commutatibity of the diagram
is equivalent to that of the diagram
for all q ∈ Q(V ). This is, furthermore, equivalent to
for all C ∈ C such that φ(C) ⊆ V .
Also, since each τ V (q) (q ∈ Q(V )) is a morphism of Set C op , it has to make the diagram
commute as the naturality condition. This is, further, equivalent to
for all C ′ ֒→ C ∈ Mor(Set C op ) such that φ(C) ⊆ V . Thus, it turns out that every τ ∈ Hom V (Q, φ * P ) is determined by the data τ V (q) C (pt) with q ∈ Q(V ) and φ(C) ⊆ V satisfying (A4) and (A6).
and φ(C) ⊆ V satisfying conditions corresponding to (A4) and (A6), namely, the naturality
and the naturality of (η Q ) V (q),
Now, we define η Q by
It is easy to check that definition A9 satisfies (A7) and (A8). Also, the naturality condition for η, the commutativity of the diagram
is easily proved with aid of the naturality of θ.
For an arbitrary τ , we define a natural transformation Q φ σ G G P by giving each σ C :
This definition satisfies the naturality condition
because, for any q φ ∈ Q φ (C), it follows that
The commutativity of diagram (A1) is equivalent to that of diagram
for each V ∈ V, q ∈ Q(V ), and C ∈ C such that φ(C) ⊆ V . This is proved as
Finally, to see uniqueness of σ, let us assume that also σ ′ makes the diagram (A1) and, hence, (A14) commute. We consider the case where V = φ(C). Then, for each q φ ∈ Q φ (C),
, and
Thus, σ ′ = σ is concluded. In this appendix, we construct an adjunction φ! ⊣ φ * .
In order to do so, first we define sets ∐P (V ) for all P ∈ Set C op and V ∈ V by
We define a binary relation ∼ V on ∐P (V ); that is, for (p, C) and (
if and only if there exist a finite sequence,
and for each i = 1, · · · , n − 1, there existsĊ i ∈ C such thaṫ
It is clear that the binary relation ∼ V is an equivalence relation. We can therefore define the quotient space of ∐P (V ) by ∼ V . We write φ!P (V ) for it; that is,
and [p, C] V for the image of (p, C) by the projection ∐P (V ) → φ!P (V ).
We can define φ!P (V ) given by (B5) as a presheaf φ!P ∈ Set
we have a sequence (p i , C i ) ∈ ∐P (V ) accompanied withĊ i satisfying conditions (B3) and (B4), but they also
Furthermore, we can regard φ!P as a functor φ! :
Indeed, this defines a natural transformation from φ!P to φ!P ′ because, for each V ′ ֒→ V , it follows that
which is the naturality condition for φ!. It is easy to see φ! preserves identity morphisms and products of morphisms.
In order to show that φ! is left adjoint to φ * , we construct the unit 1 µ G G φ * φ! . For each P ∈ C, the C-component map (µ P ) C : P (C) −→ φ * φ!P (C) of P µ P G G φ * φ!P is defined by
In fact, this definition makes µ P a natural transformation because it follows that, for every
Also, µ P can be regarded as a morphism in Set C op : For each P α G G P ′ and C ∈ C, we have
for each p ∈ P (C), hence the naturality condition
is satisfied.
For each morphism P ν G G φ * Q , we define a morphism φ!P λ G G Q as follows:
First, note that the function λ V is well defined. In fact, if (p, C) ∼ V (p ′ , C ′ ), we have a sequence finite (p i , C i ) ∈ φ!P (V ) andĊ i ∈ C satisfying (B3) and (B4). Then it follows that
Furthermore, the naturality of λ holds: For each V ′ ֒→ V ,
The commutativity of the diagram
follows from the fact that, for every C ∈ C and p ∈ P (C),
To see the uniqueness of λ which makes diagram (B16) commute, let φ!P λ ′ G G Q be another one as such. First, note that, for any V ∈ V, the naturality condition applied to V ֒→ φ(C) gives that, for every [p, C] V ∈ φ!P (V ),
On the other hand, since λ ′ makes the diagram (B16) commutative, we have
Thus, it follows that λ ′ V = λ V , hence, λ ′ = λ. 
Here, in diagram (C3), the morphism Ω × Ω ∧ G G Ω is defined by the V -component maps
A Grothendieck topology J on V is a subobject of the subobject classifier Ω which satisfies, for each V ∈ V, the following conditions:
(i) The maximum sieve t V is in J(V );
(ii) (transitivity axiom) if ω ∈ J(V ) and ω ′ ∈ Ω(V ) such that ω ′ | V ′ ∈ J(V ′ ) for all V ′ ∈ ω, then ω ′ ∈ J(V ).
The closure operator ( · ) is a map which assigns, to each S ∈ Sub V (Q), S ∈ Sub V (Q) for every Q ∈ Set V op , in such a way as to satisfy, for any S, T ∈ Sub V (Q), S ⊆ S, S = S, and S ∩ T = S ∩ T .
It is well known that the Lawvere-Tierney topology, the Grothendieck topology, and the closure operator are equivalent each other; that is, each one of them induces the others uniquely.
Suppose that we are given a Lawvere-Tierney topology j. Then, we can define the corresponding closure operator from the following diagram:
Here, the inner square is a pullback. Namely, the morphism χ is the characteristic morphism of the subobject S G G ι G G Q of Q. The closure S of S is given as a subobject of Q whose characteristic morphism equals j • χ. In other words, it is defined in such a way that the outer square becomes a pullback.
Next, suppose that we have a closure operator ( · ). Then, we can obtain the corresponding Grothendieck topology J as the closure of the terminal object 1. That is, regarding the terminal object 1(V ) = {pt} ≃ {t V } as a subpresheaf 1 true G G Ω of Ω, we obtain the Grothendieck topology J by
Finally, suppose that we have a Grothendieck topology J. Then, the corresponding Lawvere-Tierney topology j is defined as the characteristic morphism of J G G Ω . Namely, j is determined as a morphism making the diagram
a pullback. If we start with a given j, and in turn construct ( · ) from j, J from ( · ), and j ′ from J, in turn, the the first j and the final j ′ are identical; the Lawvere-Tierney topology,
